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Hi Manira and Zach, 
 
Thank you, again, for your team's hard work on the City of San Mateo’s Draft Housing Element. It is a massive 
undertaking!  
 
Here are my notes and consolidated input from last night’s Planning Commission review of the Draft Housing 
Element. I spent a few hours following the meeting getting as much of the discussion topics I commented on 
during the meeting incorporated into my notes as possible. 
 
I hope the additional detail and clarifying elements in these notes prove useful to the team. 
 
Best, 
Adam 
 
Adam Nugent, PLA 

Planning Commissioner, City of San Mateo 

anugent@cityofsanmateo.org 

 
 
 



Commissioner Adam Nugent, April 26, 2022 Planning Commission Meeting

Commissioner Input  
Draft 2023-2031 Housing Element
Draft for Public Review: Housing Element of the General Plan 
2023-2031, April 6, 2022



Outline
Draft 2023-2031 Housing Element Input

• Introduction and Thank You


• Part 1: Site Inventory Comments


• Methodology-focused


• Part 2: Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing Comments


• General Comments


• Fair Housing Assessment


• Contributing Factors

Note: Topics to be discussed at 
Continuance Meeting, May 3: 


• Part 3: Other Housing Element 
Sections


• Part 4: Goals, Policies, and 
Programs 


• Including Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing 
Policies and Programs



Introduction and Thank You



Thank you, Housing Element Team!
The work you are doing is extremely important and impactful

• All of my comments and questions come from a place of deep respect and 
appreciation for the hard work you are doing!


• I am proud to have a city with staff of such caliber, who genuinely desire to 
create a better, more just housing landscape for our future


• This is HARD WORK; and you are undertaking it in uncharted territory that is 
fraught with puzzles and potential pitfalls

Introduction



Thank you, Housing Element Team!
Fair warning:

• My comments are extensive


• To implement the Housing Element in a way that truly advances fair housing 
goals and meets the needs of our younger generations it will take:


• Tough decisions and a lot of work


• This Housing Element is an opportunity to make real progress:


• Repair racial and economic disparities 


• Combat cost of living increases that are disproportionately harming 
younger adults

Introduction



The Push for Change Has Never Been Greater
Demographics will drive our housing needs and our political will

• The younger half of our population has a different outlook and set of values than 
many who are in the older generations


• The political winds are blowing in the right direction for positive change


• The Millennial and Gen-Z generations are the largest generations in history and will 
have continually increasing political voice and power


• It is the younger generations that are feeling the most pain in this crisis, and they are 
the most motivated to bring about change


• 14% of 4-year university students experienced homelessness last year; 42% 
experienced housing insecurity (Governing, 4/26/2022)


• We cannot botch this for the next generation
Introduction



Quantified Objectives Discussion
Draft City of San Mateo 2031 Housing Element, Chapter 8

• “According to HCD, the sum of the quantified objectives for the programs should ideally be equal to or surpass the 
community's identified housing needs.” (Page H-75)


• Nevertheless, in the Draft Housing Element, the City has chosen not to produce a plan that meets our Regional 
Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocation


• The City has (erroneously*) calculated its own, quantified objectives that are below its regionally identified housing 
needs 


• The Draft Housing Element does not currently include meaningful, quantifiable actions that would significantly increase 
housing production to an appropriate level, but this can and should be changed


• The only way we can justify not planning to meet our identified housing needs is if it is impossible for us to create 
programs, policies, develop funding, or make land use changes that can commensurably increase housing production 
in line with our allocation, i.e. if there were no precedents in which municipalities reformed policies and subsequently 
increased housing production


* The quantified objectives themselves are incorrect due to omissions in the Housing Element’s capacity 
calculation methodology, discussed next

Introduction



Kevin Erdmann

“Unaffordable housing has one and only one 
cause: purposeful communal enforcement 
of it. This is legislated poverty.”

“We have a housing problem. And in researching that problem, you many have found that 
income inequality affects housing affordability. You many have found that the home 
building industry is inefficient. Dubious mortgage lending. Speculators. Slum lords, etc. etc. 

“All those things can be real things! They all can even be important things! We should deal 
with them AFTER the poisoning [purposeful communal enforcement of scarcity] stops!” Introduction



 Part 1: Sites Inventory



Fundamentally, there is not a set of 
programs or proposals in the Draft Housing 
Element that justify an assertion that there 

will be a 300% increase in housing 
production over the next eight years.



My comments focus entirely on methodological 
issues and I will heavily reference state statutes 

and documented state guidance



How much buffer do we have and how does it affect 
housing costs and fair housing?

Historically, most US cities planned for far more 
housing than was needed for the existing 
population. But as cities started to integrate in the 
post-war era of the 1950s and 60s, a backlash 
ended this practice, and a wave of mass 
downzonings followed. 


The result: Housing is increasingly unaffordable for 
most households. This was deliberate, and often 
predicted, as downzonings greatly reduced the 
“zoning buffer” between current housing stock and 
the maximum allowable housing capacity. “Before 
1960, the buffer in both New York and Los Angeles 
was at least 300% … New York’s fell to roughly 
50% after the 1961 zoning update, and it was just 
12% in Los Angeles in 2010.” (Shane Phillips, 
Housing Initiative Project Manager, UCLA Lewis 
Center for Regional Policy Studies)

Why does zoning capacity matter?



• “Nonvacant Sites Analysis: For nonvacant sites, 
demonstrate the potential and likelihood of 
additional development within the planning 
period based on extent to which existing uses 
may constitute an impediment to additional 
residential development, past experience with 
converting existing uses to higher density 
residential development, current market 
demand for the existing use, any existing leases 
or other contracts that would perpetuate the 
existing use or prevent redevelopment of the site 
for additional residential development, 
development trends, market conditions, and 
regulatory or other incentives or standards to 
encourage additional residential development on 
these sites”


This information needs to be objectively quantified

Methodological Shortcomings: Nonvacant Sites Analysis

Sites Inventory

A Necessary Threshold listed in the “HDC Housing Element 
Completeness Checklist 1/1/2021”:



• “If nonvacant sites 
accommodate 50 percent or 
more of the lower-income RHNA 
[which is the case in San Mateo], 
demonstrate the existing use 
is not an impediment to 
additional development and 
will likely discontinue in the 
planning period, including 
adopted findings based on 
substantial evidence.”

Sites Inventory

Methodological Shortcomings: Nonvacant Sites Analysis
A Necessary Threshold listed in the “HDC Housing Element 
Completeness Checklist 1/1/2021”:



Realistic Development Capacity
My Underlying Questions

• How does the city plan to increase home building by over 300%?


• And is this development increase realistic under the described methodology? 


• What is different in cycle 6 from cycle 5?


• The city’s site’s capacities have only decreased from cycle 5 as the city has 
grown and land uses intensified (new developments have replaced existing 
underutilized parcels)


• So, is there a proposed program or group of new programs that can be 
shown to increase home building by over 300%, based on substantial 
evidence from other municipalities or from economic studies?

Sites Inventory



Sites Inventory Analysis is Incomplete
Current incompleteness prohibits City from assessing actual capacity to 
meet its RHNA allocation

• From the Draft Housing Element: “The purpose of the Sites Inventory is to 
evaluate whether there are sufficient sites with appropriate zoning to meet the 
RHNA goal. It is based on the City’s current land use designations and zoning 
requirements. The analysis does not include the economic feasibility of specific 
sites, nor does it take into consideration the owner’s intended use of the land 
now or in the future.” (Page H-25 Draft City of San Mateo 2031 Housing 
Element)


• My Q: What substantial evidence, then, does the city provide that uses will 
be discontinued for nonvacant sites? 

• My Q: How does the city incorporate redevelopment trends in its site 
capacity calculations?

Sites Inventory



Site Inventory Methodology - State Law
(Compare to Draft City of San Mateo 2031 Housing Element, Page H-26)

• Government Code section 65583.2(c)(2) The housing element must describe 
the methodology used to determine the number of units calculated based on 
the following factors:


1. Land use controls and site improvements requirements,


2. *NEW* The realistic development capacity for the site,


3. *NEW* Typical densities of existing or approved residential developments 
at a similar affordability level in that jurisdiction,


4. *NEW* The current or planned availability and accessibility of sufficient 
water, sewer, and dry utilities.

The realistic development capacity for sites has not been factored in an appropriate or meaningful way Sites Inventory



Page H-26 
Draft City of San Mateo 2031 Housing Element

• “The number of units that might be able to be developed at 
various affordability levels was then estimated, e.g., 
available land zoned at higher densities can be counted 
toward the very low- and low-income level needs, and land 
zoned at lower densities are counted toward the moderate 
and above moderate-income housing need. The analysis 
was then completed using the actual average residential 
densities for developments built on land with various 
zoning designations over the past five years.” (Page H-26 
Draft City of San Mateo 2031 Housing Element)


• This a surprisingly short description of a crucial part of our 
otherwise extensive Draft Housing Element 


• “was then estimated” is doing a lot of work in this passage 

• The City needs to show its math and data so the public can 
adjudicate its capacity calculations

Site Inventory Methodology

Sites Inventory



Page H-26 
Draft City of San Mateo 2031 Housing Element

• “The number of units that might be able to be developed 
at various affordability levels was then estimated, e.g., 
available land zoned at higher densities can be counted 
toward the very low- and low-income level needs, and 
land zoned at lower densities are counted toward the 
moderate and above moderate-income housing need. 
The analysis was then completed using the actual 
average residential densities for developments built 
on land with various zoning designations over the past 
five years.” (Page H-26 Draft City of San Mateo 2031 
Housing Element)


• Q: What is the denominator used in calculating the 
average? 

• Q: Does this denominator only use recently 
developed sites or does it look at all similarly zoned 
parcels?

Site Inventory Methodology

Sites Inventory



Site Inventory Methodology
Realistic Development Capacity for nonresidential, nonvacant, or overlay zoned sites

• Practically all sites are non-vacant, and so we must look at production 
trends…

Sites Inventory



City must consider past experience 
converting existing uses for Nonvacant Sites

• HCD’s “Site Inventory Guidebook,” page 24:


• “If the inventory identifies nonvacant sites to address a 
portion of the RHNA, the housing element must describe 
the realistic development potential of each site within 
the planning period. Specifically, the analysis must 
consider the extent that the nonvacant site’s existing use 
impedes additional residential development, the 
jurisdiction's past experience converting existing uses 
to higher density residential development, market 
trends and conditions, and regulatory or other incentives 
or standards that encourage additional housing 
development on the nonvacant sites.”


“Development potential”  

X period of time (“planning period”)  

= rate of parcel conversion to new housing

Realistic Development Capacity

Sites Inventory



Nonvacant Site Analysis Methodology 
From HCD’s “Site Inventory Guidebook,” May 2020, page 25

Sites Inventory



Part C: Example 
Calculation
From HCD’s “Site Inventory 
Guidebook,” May 2020, page 22

I cannot find this factor in our 
site inventory methodology

Sites Inventory



Site Inventory Approach
Page H-26-27 
Draft City of San Mateo 2031 Housing Element

The closest thing I can find to a calculation 
of the rate at which similar parcels were 

redeveloped is this non-empirical 
“Development Potential Ranking”.


The writers of this draft used a subjective, 
ranked series of numbers, 1-5, in its 

calculations to encode what amounts to an 
unsubstantiated guesstimate of the 

“realistic development capacity” of sites


This is like using “thumbs up” emojis 
where we should be using available, 
numerical, development trend data 

Sites Inventory



Realistic Development Capacity
for nonvacant sites

• Using qualitative characteristics to “rank” the “likelihood” of 
redevelopment for various sites is not an acceptable methodology in any 
HCD guidance documentation (Draft Housing Element, page H-26 to H-27)


• The likelihood of redevelopment should be based on quantitative, 
measurable trends [rates] (HCD “Site Inventory Guidebook,” page 21)


• The only valid exceptions should be for places without reasonably similar 
development history to calculate trends from, and that should generally not 
apply to the Bay Area

Sites Inventory



Realistic Development Capacity

• Using qualitative characteristics to “rank” the “likelihood” of 
redevelopment for various sites is not an acceptable methodology in any 
HCD guidance documentation (Draft Housing Element, page H-26 to H-27) 

• When ratings are subjective, it is impossible for the public to ascertain the 
quality of the City’s analysis.


• It amounts to staff saying, “there is enough capacity because, to us, it feels 
like there is enough capacity. Trust us.”


• It then becomes uncannily convenient that staff “determined” we have 
enough zoned capacity to meet our RHNA allocation.

for nonvacant sites

Sites Inventory



Realistic Development Capacity

• Using qualitative characteristics to “rank” the “likelihood” of 
redevelopment for various sites is not an acceptable methodology in any 
HCD guidance documentation (Draft Housing Element, page H-26 to H-27)


• When we use objective, quantitative data and we find that the probability of 
development is lower than what we need to meet our goals, we have the 
ability to draft policies that will enable changes that will help us meet our 
goals in predictable ways


• In contrast, when you base development capacity on subjective, non-
empirical ratings, the Public has no way to understand how to change policies 
in ways that will meet our development needs

for nonvacant sites

Sites Inventory



Non-Vacant Site Analysis Methodology - State Law
Government Code section 65583.2, subdivision (g)(2) states: 

• “An existing use shall be presumed to impede additional residential 
development, absent findings based on substantial evidence that the use is 
likely to be discontinued during the planning period.”


• Q: How can a qualitative ranking of sites be considered substantial evidence?

Sites Inventory



Realistic Development Capacity - Nonvacant Sites

• In sum, past production trends must be used, including whether or not a 
site will be developed at all. Staff or consultant “intuition” is not acceptable


• Unless there is substantial evidence that a site will be redeveloped 
according to a listed density, be it a letter from the property owner or a pre-
application submission, the city should be using an objective, calculated 
probability of redevelopment based on all similar properties locally or 
regionally over the course of the past RHNA cycle.


• For the City of San Mateo, that probability is 8.5% according to a UCLA 
study published in 2021

Sites Inventory

Current incompleteness prohibits City from assessing actual capacity 
to meet its RHNA allocation



• In sum, past production trends must be used, including whether or not a 
site will be developed at all. Staff or consultant “intuition” is not acceptable


• Each parcel capacity calculation should be multiplied by the probability 
of development for parcels in San Mateo, something akin to 0.085 (or 
1.0 if the parcel has substantial evidence of redevelopment)


• If there is additional, refined and warranted, development trend data, 
such as the probability of development for parcels with a specific zoning-
designation that are of a functionally equivalent size, that probability may 
be factored into the calculation if reviewed and approved by the PC or 
council

Current incompleteness prohibits City from assessing actual capacity 
to meet its RHNA allocation

Sites Inventory

Realistic Development Capacity - Nonvacant Sites



The City shall serve the Public in its evaluation of suitable sites

• From HCD Site Inventory Guidebook, page 27:


• “If a housing element relies on nonvacant sites to 
accommodate 50 percent or more of its RHNA for 
lower income households, the nonvacant site’s existing 
use is presumed to impede additional residential 
development, unless the housing element describes 
findings based on substantial evidence that the use 
will likely be discontinued during the planning period. 
The housing element must include the following:


• As part of the resolution adopting the housing 
elements, findings stating the uses on nonvacant 
sites identified in the inventory to accommodate the 
RHNA for lower income is likely to be discontinued 
during the planning period and the factors used to 
make that determination. This can be included in 
the body or in the recital section of the resolution.”

Non-vacant Site Analysis Next Steps

Sites Inventory



Non-vacant Site Analysis Next Steps
The City shall serve the Public in its evaluation of suitable sites

• When substantial evidence is provided for site redevelopment, it should be 
available to the public, early in the process, in an easy, user-friendly way that 
is connected to the site geographically, 


• The substantial evidence’s warrant for use should be adjudicated by the the 
Public through the Planning Commission and verified by HCD


• Absent substantial evidence:


• The likelihood of redevelopment of any given site should default to the 
likelihood of development for all sites across the city (or all sites of a 
particular zoning category and equivalent size, if the data are available)

Sites Inventory



Realistic Development Capacity
Include a Monitoring Program with next-step actions

• Monitoring Programs with next-step actions should be incorporated if the 
expected housing development is not produced


• “In addition, the housing element should include monitoring programs with 
next-step actions to ensure sites are achieving the anticipated development 
patterns. The programs should identify modifications to incentives, sites, 
programs, or rezoning the jurisdiction will take should these strategies not 
yield the expected housing potential.” (HCD “Site Inventory Guidebook,” page 
21)

Sites Inventory



Part 2: Affirmatively Furthering 
Fair Housing
Using California HCD Guidance for Public Entities and Housing 
Elements to advocate for our neighbors in San Mateo

Commissioner Adam Nugent, April 26, 2022 Planning Commission Meeting



AFFH General Comments
Where are we going with this?

• We should have a very clear end-state where this city has solved the 
identified patterns of segregation, geographic disparities, and affirmatively 
furthered fair housing


• It does not have to be achieved by the end of this single cycle, but its 
expected year of achievement should be stated and agreed upon, under the 
direct consultation of identified, excluded demographics and protected 
classes, like an emissions goal


• This end-state should be discernible and anticipated by the goals and actions

AFFH: General Comments



Michael Kraus, a social psychologist and an associate professor at Yale University

“Many Americans have a hard time recognizing the magnitude and persistence of 
racial inequality because, psychologically, we resist these truths. Psychologists 
refer to this kind of broad bias in perception as “motivated cognition” — that is, 
most Americans want to live in a society that is more racially equal, and so they 
engage in mental actions that ignore, discount or downplay contradictory 
evidence to maintain coherence between belief and reality.”

AFFH: General Comments



Likewise, when progress toward equality is 
seen as inevitable, incentives for political 
action are low.

AFFH: General Comments



We need to end residential segregation 
and reinvest in our Northern 

Neighborhoods

Without displacement 

AFFH: General Comments



State Guidance
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing

• New California laws require active steps 
by our city government to dismantle 
housing segregation


• Actions must be taken in the Housing 
Element/General Plan creation in 2021 
and 2022


• HCD outlines best practices and 
policies for cities to use

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf


Quick AFFH 
Overview for Readers 
of These Notes



What is AFFH?
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing

Affirmatively furthering fair housing means 
taking meaningful actions, in addition to 
combating discrimination, that overcome 
patterns of segregation and foster 
inclusive communities free from barriers 
that restrict access to opportunity based 
on protected characteristics. 


The duty to affirmatively further fair 
housing extends to all of a public 
agency’s activities and programs relating 
to housing and community development. 

AFFH: General Comments



• Address significant disparities in housing 
needs and in access to opportunity


• Replace segregated living patterns with 
truly integrated and balanced living 
patterns


• Transform racially and ethnically 
concentrated areas of poverty into areas 
of opportunity 


• Foster and maintain compliance with 
civil rights and fair housing laws 

Meaningful Action
AFFH requirements

AFFH: General Comments



Fair Housing Actions
What we need San Mateo to do

• Create housing mobility strategies


• Provide new housing choices and 
affordability in areas of opportunity


• Design place-based strategies to 
encourage community conservation 
and revitalization


• Protect existing residents from 
displacement

AFFH: General Comments



AFFH: General Comments



6.3 San Mateo’s Fair Housing 
Assessment



Fair Housing Assessment
Shortcomings In the Assessment of Segregation and Integration Patterns and Trends:

• No analysis of racially segregated, concentrated areas of affluence


• Missing assessment of the most segregated racial population: non-
Hispanic whites (APPENDIX D, Attachment 4 – UC Merced Segregation 
Report)


• No opportunity sites are located within the city’s highest-opportunity areas

"Figure II-7: White Majority Census Tracts," Root Policy Research 
Map and Data Packet, Page 11

AFFH: Fair Housing Assessment



Racially Concentrated Areas of Affluence Completely Left Out of the Analysis and Sites Inventory
Assessment’s Miss:

70-80% WHITE

70-80% WHITE

70-80% WHITE

90% NON-W
HITE

"Figure II-6: % Non-
White Population by 
Census Block Groups," 
2018, Root Policy 
Research Map and 
Data Packet, Page 10 AFFH: Fair Housing Assessment



Fair Housing Assessment
Shortcomings In the Assessment of Segregation and Integration Patterns and Trends:

• Why is income-segregation substantially higher in San Mateo compared to 
the rest of the Bay Area? 


• This assessment should highlight factors that can be fixed


• Why has San Mateo’s income segregation at the neighborhood level not 
improved over time and why is it worse than the Bay Area average?

AFFH: Fair Housing Assessment



Fair Housing Assessment

• Missing meaningful assessment of segregation in San Mateo relative to the 
Bay Area region


• Extremely low population of black people. Why?


• Need assessment of causes for the growing exclusion of this 
demographic from San Mateo in order to solve for this issue

Shortcomings In the Assessment of Segregation and Integration Patterns and Trends:

AFFH: Fair Housing Assessment



Exclusion and displacement —> low population relative to Bay Area

• Only 2% of the city’s population is now black


• In 1990 the North Central census tract was 
18% black, the highest in the city


• In 2017 it was only 4% black


• Discuss possible causes: 


• Disinvestment-driven displacement in 
North Central due to rising rental costs 
and lack of improvement of rental housing 
conditions


• Government policy preventing home 
purchasing


• Historical exclusion elsewhere in the city

Assessment’s Miss: Black population

AFFH: Fair Housing Assessment



Housing Habitability Issues
Assessment’s Miss: Geographic Differences

• Strong and distinguishing 
characteristic of North Central


• Highly concentrated in North 
Central and downtown  


• North Shoreview is not 
characterized by this issue

See also: ”Figure III-11: Healthy Places 
Index by Census Tract, 2021," Root Policy 
Research Map and Data Packet, Page 40 AFFH: Fair Housing Assessment



Overcrowding issues in North Central

• Strong and distinguishing characteristic of 
southern North Central


• Highly concentrated in one neighborhood 


• North Shoreview (13%) is much less 
characterized by this issue


• San Mateo overcrowding overall average: 
7%, which is heavily skewed by North 
Central


• San Mateo Park: < 1%


• North Central north of Poplar Ave: 1%


• North Central south of Poplar Ave: 27%

Assessment’s Miss: Geographic Differences

"Figure IV-19: Overcrowded Households by Census Tract, 
2019," Root Policy Research Map and Data Packet, Page 60 AFFH: Contributing Factors



Fair Housing Assessment

• North Central residents, including many who are alive today, have 
experienced the trauma of exclusion and steering from other neighborhoods 
of San Mateo


• Paired with a strong history of disinvestment and government practices to 
prevent POC from home ownership, the neighborhood and its people will 
need thoughtful repair in both the public and private realms

Resident trauma and exclusion

AFFH: Fair Housing Assessment



6.3.2 Contributing factors and 
Fair Housing Action Plan.



Excerpt from HCD’s AFFH Presentation



Excerpt from HCD’s AFFH Presentation



Analysis of Contributing Factors is inadequate

• It currently focuses more on the characteristics of the victims of our 
discriminatory structures and thus functions more as a continuation of the fair 
housing assessment than what it’s meant to be


• For instance, listing the fact that Hispanic residents are more likely to work 
low-wage jobs or that Hispanic residents are primarily concentrated in the 
northeastern area of the city where residents face higher poverty and cost 
burden as well as poor opportunity outcomes is something that belongs in the 
fair housing assessment, not in the contributing factors space

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Analysis of Contributing Factors is inadequate
What is a fair housing contributing factor?

• Fair housing contributing factor = a factor that creates, contributes to, 
perpetuates, or increases the severity of one or more fair housing issues


• City-controlled regulatory factors, policies, or ways of doing business 
that cause or contribute to fair housing issues should be fully identified 
and take primacy in this analysis, but they are inadequately discussed

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Examples of Contributing Factors to Fair Housing Issues by Area 

• Segregation and Integration 

• Community opposition	 


• Lack of community 
revitalization strategies 


• Lack of private investments 
in specific neighborhoods 


• Land use and zoning laws 

From HCD’s “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing: Guidance to All Public Entities and for Housing Elements” 
Pages 68-70

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Examples of Contributing Factors to Fair Housing Issues by Area 

• Racially and Ethnically 
Concentrated Areas of Poverty  

• Deteriorated and abandoned 
properties


• Displacement of residents 
due to economic pressures


• Land use and zoning laws


• Occupancy codes and 
restrictions

From HCD’s “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing: Guidance to All Public Entities and for Housing Elements” 
Pages 68-70

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Examples of Contributing Factors to Fair Housing Issues by Area 
From HCD’s “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing: Guidance to All Public Entities and for Housing Elements” 
Pages 68-70

• Disparities in Access to Opportunity 

• The availability, type, frequency, and 
reliability of public transportation


• Land use and zoning laws


• Lack of public investments in 
specific neighborhoods, including 
services or amenities 


• Location of proficient schools and 
school assignment policies


• Location and type of affordable 
housing AFFH: Contributing Factors



Examples of Contributing Factors to Fair Housing Issues by Area 
From HCD’s “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing: Guidance to All Public Entities and for Housing Elements” 
Pages 68-70

• Disproportionate Housing Needs, 
Including Displacement Risks  

• The availability of affordable 
units in a range of sizes


• Lack of renter protections 


• Land use and zoning laws


AFFH: Contributing Factors



Analysis of Contributing Factors
Analysis of Contributing Factors is inadequate. 

• Contributing Factors analysis must answer key “why” questions:


• What unique factors, characteristics, and history in North Central and, 
separately, North Shoreview are leading to the concentration of higher 
poverty, low economic and environmental opportunity, high-cost burden, 
overcrowding, and flood hazards compared to the rest of the City of San 
Mateo? 


• What existing government constraints or policies have perpetuated these 
concentrated characteristics? 


• What factors, policies, and history in other parts of the city contribute to the 
absence of these characteristics, especially west of El Camino?

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Shortcomings

• The Housing Element needs to assess the geographic and regulatory 
causes leading to the concentration of poverty, low economic and 
environmental opportunity, high-cost burden, and overcrowding in North 
Central and, to a lesser extent, North Shoreview


• The Housing Element also needs to assess the geographic and regulatory 
causes leading to the concentration of affluence and, disproportionately, 
white people in western neighborhoods


• This necessary assessment of causes is needed in order to develop place-
based programs and actions that will meaningfully repair these issues

The Analysis of Contributing Factors

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Must be able to guide Significant, Meaningful, and Sufficient policies to 
Overcome Patterns of Segregation

• Existing patterns of segregation in San Mateo are significant and persistent


• Census tract divergence within the city ranges from 82% white to 6% 
white (San Mateo Park vs North Central, respectively)


• Class segregation largely follows these lines


• Actions and policies must be sufficient to overcome this pattern in a 
reasonable period of time


• Why is the white population significant? Check out Appendix D and read Segregation by Design 
by Prof. Jessica Trounstine 

The Analysis of Contributing Factors

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Must be able to guide Significant, Meaningful, and Sufficient policies to 
Overcome Patterns of Segregation

• The Housing Element also fails to discuss strategic approaches to inform and 
strongly connect “Contributing Factors” to “Goals and Actions”


• This contributes to the the creation of goals and actions that are not yet 
sufficient to produce meaningful action

The Analysis of Contributing Factors

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Must be able to guide Significant, Meaningful, and Sufficient policies to 
Overcome Patterns of Segregation

• Again, existing patterns of segregation in San Mateo are significant and persistent


• Analysis of Contributing Factors should be able to connect to Actions and Policies that are 
structured in a way that, economically, creates value for the city and for residents, without 
destroying the value of existing places 


• This should not be about diminishing the quality of existing high-resource neighborhoods 
in order to achieve parity 


• This process is about:


• Lifting up disinvested portions of our city, and 


• Pairing that uplift with expanded access and residential integration across the city 
through thoughtful government-guided programs

The Analysis of Contributing Factors

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Tell the Story: North Shoreview: Environmental Hazard and Isolation

• Why is North Shoreview an edge 
Racially/Ethnically Concentrated 
Area of Poverty?


• What characteristics 
distinguish North Shoreview 
from other similar 
neighborhoods, and how 
might they lead to higher 
concentrations of marginalized 
or vulnerable groups?

Identify and Prioritize Contributing Factors

"Figure IV-31: Special Flood Hazard Areas, 2000," 
Root Policy Research Map and Data Packet, Page 69

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Identify and Prioritize Contributing Factors: 
Tell the Story



Tell the Story: North Shoreview: Environmental Hazard and Isolation

• Why is North Shoreview an edge 
Racially/Ethnically Concentrated 
Area of Poverty?


• Key differences between North 
Shoreview and South 
Shoreview: 


• Levy protection and flood 
hazard chance.


• Limited access to circulation 
and transportation 

Identify and Prioritize Contributing Factors

"Figure IV-31: Special Flood Hazard Areas, 2000," Root Policy 
Research Map and Data Packet, Page 69



Tell the Story: North Central: Poor Housing Conditions + Overcrowding

• Why is North Central (south of 
Poplar) an edge Racially/
Ethnically Concentrated Area of 
Poverty?


• What characteristics distinguish 
North Central south of Poplar 
Ave from other parts of the city, 
and 


• How might they lead to higher 
concentrations of marginalized 
groups?

Identify and Prioritize Contributing Factors

Overcrowding

Unhealthy Housing 
Conditions

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Tell the Story: North Central: Disinvestment + Environmental Hazard
Identify and Prioritize Contributing Factors

• Why is North Central (south of Poplar) an 
edge Racially/Ethnically Concentrated Area of 
Poverty?


• Key differences between North Central 
(south of Poplar) and other areas: 


• Decades of disinvestment: 


• Both private housing stock and 
public infrastructure


• Overcrowding and poverty as both 
symptoms and causes of private 
disinvestment


• Levy protection and flood hazard 
chance (in portions of that area) 

"Figure IV-31: Special Flood Hazard Areas, 2000," 
Root Policy Research Map and Data Packet, Page 69

AFFH: Contributing Factors



Tell the Story: North Central: Historical Ghettoization + Failed, Segregated Schools
Identify and Prioritize Contributing Factors

• Why is North Central (south of Poplar) an 
edge Racially/Ethnically Concentrated Area 
of Poverty?


• Key differences between North Central 
and other areas: 


• History of a highly segregated 
neighborhood and its 
underperforming school


• Neighborhood’s Turnbull Learning 
Academy closed about 15 years ago


• The building repurposed for the 
College Park Mandarin Immersion 
magnet school

AFFH: Contributing Factors



AFFH Links  
and Resources
• California HCD Affirmatively Furthering 

Fair Housing (AFFH) Guidance https://
www.hcd.ca.gov/community-
development/affh/docs/
affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf 


• AFFH Data Viewer https://affh-data-
resources-cahcd.hub.arcgis.com 


• California Healthy Places Index https://
map.healthyplacesindex.org

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://affh-data-resources-cahcd.hub.arcgis.com
https://affh-data-resources-cahcd.hub.arcgis.com
https://affh-data-resources-cahcd.hub.arcgis.com
https://map.healthyplacesindex.org
https://map.healthyplacesindex.org
https://map.healthyplacesindex.org
https://map.healthyplacesindex.org


The Planning Commission discussion will resume on 
May 3rd at 7pm where we will discuss Goals, Policies, 

and Actions, including those related to AFFH
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Manira Sandhir

From: Adam Nugent
Sent: Thursday, May 5, 2022 5:45 PM
To: Manira Sandhir; Zachary Dahl
Cc: Eloiza Murillo-Garcia; HousingElements@hcd.ca.gov
Subject: San Mateo Planning Commissioner Input - Draft Housing Element - May 3
Attachments: Planning Commission Input - Draft Housing Element - Adam Nugent - May 3.pdf

Hi Manira and Zach, 
  
I appreciate the work you and your team is doing. Our May 3rd continuance meeting was the right call. Thank 
you for making it happen!  
  
Here are my notes and consolidated input from that May 3rd Planning Commission review of the Draft Housing 
Element. Again, I hope the additional detail and clarifying elements in these notes prove useful to the team. 
  
Best, 
Adam 

 

Adam Nugent, PLA 
Planning Commissioner, City of San Mateo 
anugent@cityofsanmateo.org 

 



Commissioner Adam Nugent, May 3, 2022 Planning Commission Meeting

Draft Housing Element 
Comments
Draft for Public Review: Housing Element of the General Plan 
2023-2031, April 6, 2022



Outline
Draft 2023-2031 Housing Element Input

• Introduction and Thank You (Same as 4/26)


• Part 3: Other Housing Element Sections


• Part 4: Goals, Policies, and Programs 


• Selected Excerpts of Rejection Letters 
for Other Cities


• Goals, Policies, and Actions Discussion


• AFFH-Specific Policy-by-Policy Review


• Non-AFFH-Specific Policy-by-Policy 
Review

Note: Topics that were discussed at the 
April 26 Planning Commission Meeting: 


• Part 1: Site Inventory Comments


• Methodology-focused


• Part 2: Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing Comments


• General Comments


• Fair Housing Assessment


• Contributing Factors



Public Comments
Notes and Highlights

• Market special-needs units to the most appropriate special needs population. 
Unit-specific needs should be marketed so that the unique, appropriate 
population is matched with the special features of the unit


• Measure Y as an obstacle to affordable housing development



Thank you, Housing Element Team!
The work you are doing is extremely important and impactful

• All of my comments and questions come from a place of deep respect and 
appreciation for the hard work you are doing!


• I am proud to have a city with staff of such caliber, who genuinely desire to 
create a better, more just housing landscape for our future


• This is HARD WORK; and you are undertaking it in uncharted territory that is 
fraught with puzzles and potential pitfalls

Introduction



Thank you, Housing Element Team!
Fair warning:

• My comments are extensive


• To implement the Housing Element in a way that truly advances Fair Housing 
Goals and meets the needs of our younger generations it will take:


• Tough decisions and a lot of work


• This Housing Element is an opportunity to make real progress:


• Repair racial and economic disparities 


• Combat cost of living increases that are disproportionately hitting 
younger adults

Introduction



The Push for Change Has Never Been Greater
Demographics will drive our housing needs and our political will

• The younger half of our population has a different outlook and set of values than 
many who are in the older generations


• The political winds are blowing in the right direction for positive change


• The Millennial is the largest generation in history and Gen-Z is close behind; they will 
have continually increasing political voice and power


• It is the younger generations that are feeling the most pain in this crisis, and they are 
the most motivated to bring about change


• 14% of 4-year university students experienced homelessness last year; 42% 
experienced housing insecurity (Governing, 4/26/2022)


• We cannot botch this for the next generation
Introduction



Kevin Erdmann

“Unaffordable housing has one and only one 
cause: purposeful communal enforcement 
of it. This is legislated poverty.”

“We have a housing problem. And in researching that problem, you many have found that 
income inequality affects housing affordability. You many have found that the home 
building industry is inefficient. Dubious mortgage lending. Speculators. Slum lords, etc. etc. 

“All those things can be real things! They all can even be important things! We should deal 
with them AFTER the poisoning [purposeful communal enforcement of scarcity] stops!” Introduction



Part 3: Other Housing Element 
Sections



Constraints Analysis
Draft Analysis Not Very Useful

• Constraints analysis should provide metrics on how existing land use and 
related policies affect the City’s ability to build housing


• What are the counterfactuals?


• How much more housing could be built under different zoning scenarios?


• What are the true limiting factors over the long term?


• Why are construction costs so high and what can the city do to 
counteract these trends?

Part 3: Other Housing Element Sections



Constraints Analysis
Zoning and Land Use Constraints

• Height and Density Constraints on BMR Units: Measure Y


• Height and Density constraints contained in measure Y are limiting the city’s ability 
to increase the percentage of BMR units for the city’s inclusionary ordinance 


• Recent city-commissioned study found increasing the inclusionary percentage to 
20% would render projects infeasible


• This adds up and translates to needing significantly more redevelopable land to 
achieve any given quantity of subsidized units than necessary


• Increases costs substantially by increasing costs imposed by land acquisition and 
entitlement processes

Part 3: Other Housing Element Sections



Constraints Analysis
Zoning and Land Use Constraints

• Height and Density Constraints: Measure Y


• Density limits also significantly reduce the number of units that can be built 
by 2-3x, even under the existing 5-story height limit


• Doubles or triples the land costs per unit for all ranges of affordability


• Doubles or triples the procedural, consultant, and time costs of additional 
design and entitlement processes 

Part 3: Other Housing Element Sections



Constraints Analysis
Community Opposition 

• Community opposition is a clear problem


• Most people want more housing and to solve our housing crisis


• It only takes a few, vocal or influential residents to block housing


• Counterfactuals are hard to quantify, but the effects of a vocal, negative minority 
are likely enormous


• When good, potential projects never even get proposed


• When bad policies and zoning go unchanged


• Need policies to overcome community opposition - especially as it relates to AFFH

Part 3: Other Housing Element Sections



Constraints Analysis
Fee Disparities

• Fees take up an unusually large proportion of the total costs of development 
in the City of San Mateo compared to the rest of San Mateo County


• Fees impact small multi-family projects especially hard


• They are 3.5 times higher per unit than single family homes

Part 3: Other Housing Element Sections



Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, 
Policies, and Actions



Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. “Letter from Birmingham Jail” 1963

“We must come to see that human progress 
never rolls in on wheels of inevitability. It 
comes through the tireless efforts and 
persistent work of men willing to be 
coworkers with God, and without this hard 
work time itself becomes an ally of the 
forces of social stagnation.”

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Excerpts from HCD’s AFFH Presentation



Excerpts from HCD’s AFFH Presentation



Selected Excerpts of Rejection 
Letters for Other Cities’ 6th-Cycle 
Housing Elements



LA’s exemplary Housing Element Rejected

• Praised for metrics used to 
demonstrate and determine 
adequate sites for the Housing 
Element


• Pursuing large rezoning program

Los Angeles



Reason: AFFH

• Programs did not include metrics


• “In addition, while the element 
included some actions to replace 
segregated patterns, these 
actions lacked specific 
geographic focus (communities 
with fair housing issues), firm 
commitments and significant 
targets for AFFH outcomes.”

LA Rejection Letter



Programs
How should programs be structured?

• “Programs must demonstrate that they will have a beneficial impact within 
the planning period. Beneficial impact means specific commitment to 
deliverables, measurable metrics or objectives, definitive deadlines, dates, 
or benchmarks for implementation. Deliverables should occur early in the 
planning period to ensure actual housing outcomes.” (From HCD’s Davis, 
CA rejection letter)


• “Programs should include specific actions and commitments the City will 
take to implement the program. For example, a Program should be specific 
on the regulatory incentives, zoning standards, and programs it will offer to 
assist in the development of housing.” (From HCD’s Davis, CA rejection 
letter)



AFFH-specific
Goals and Actions must be significant and meaningful 

• “Goals and actions must specifically respond to the analysis and the 
identified and prioritized contributing factors to fair housing issues and must 
be significant and meaningful enough to overcome identified patterns 
and trends… Actions must have specific commitment, metrics, and 
milestones as appropriate and must address housing mobility enhancement, 
new housing choices, and affordability in high opportunity areas, place-based 
strategies for community preservation and revitalization, and displacement 
protection.” (From HCD’s Redondo Beach rejection letter)



AFFH-specific
Programs must have metrics and milestones 

• “Based on the outcomes of a complete AFFH analysis, the element must add 
or modify programs to include specific metrics and milestones to target 
meaningful AFFH outcomes, including providing mobility opportunity, place-
based strategies [for community preservation and revitalization], new housing 
opportunities, and preservation and conservation efforts to address 
displacement.” (From HCD’s Davis, CA rejection letter)



AFFH-specific
Programs must have objective measures to determine success of outcomes

• [We need to] “replace non-committal language such as “if feasible”, “assess the 
feasibility of”, or “assess” with language that commits to follow-up actions. The 
program must include specific timeframes for action and provide quantifiable 
description of actions to objectively measure for successful outcomes.” (From 
HCD’s Redondo Beach rejection letter)


• Many policies with AFFH impacts proposed by San Mateo’s Draft Housing 
Element are characterized by this issue 

• All proposed policies that have words like “investigate,” “explore,” or 
“evaluate” should be amended to provide specific timeframes for action 
and provide quantifiable descriptions of actions to objectively measure for 
successful outcomes



Goals, Policies, and Actions 
Discussion



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Actions must be:

• Significant


• Meaningful


• Sufficient to Overcome Patterns of Segregation


• Affirmatively Further Fair Housing

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Necessary Components

• Metrics and milestones for evaluating:


• Progress on programs/actions


• Fair housing results


• Remember: 


• Must have a clear timeline with specific dates and milestones paired with quantifiable outcomes


• Meaningful impact during the planning period


• Go beyond a continuation of past actions

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



• Address significant disparities in housing 
needs and in access to opportunity


• Replace segregated living patterns with 
truly integrated and balanced living 
patterns


• Transform racially and ethnically 
concentrated areas of poverty into areas 
of opportunity 


• Foster and maintain compliance with 
civil rights and fair housing laws 

Meaningful Action
AFFH requirements

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



How to combat exclusion and segregation

• We will need to tie our policies to 
key quantitative metrics focused 
on integration and segregation 
data


• We will also need well-defined 
anti-displacement program 
requirements


• Without these two things we will 
further collectivize the right to 
exclude

Goals, Policies, and Actions

UC Berkeley Othering and Belonging Institute 



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Address significant disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity

• Hispanic residents, single female parent households, renters, and the people of North 
Central, and to a lesser extent North Shoreview, have Disproportionate Housing Needs:


1. Cost Burden & Severe Cost Burden


2. Overcrowding


3. Substandard Housing


4. Displacement risk


• Investment-driven


• Disinvestment-driven

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Address significant disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity

• Cost Burden and Severe Cost Burden 

• Site inventory, together with goals, policies, and actions, must be sufficiently developed to 
actually produce at a minimum, the allocated 7000+ units of housing in San Mateo  


• Previous production trends indicate less than 1,000 units can be reasonably expected 
to be developed over the course of the 6th housing cycle, as currently planned in this 
Draft Housing Element


• Failure to adequately plan for the minimum allocated number of units will lead to further 
increasing cost burden and severe cost burden. It will also drive young families out of 
the Bay Area 


• The City’s methodology must be revised to produce a high likelihood of meeting our 
regional allocation in order to address this AFFH disparity

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Address significant disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity
• Overcrowding 

• Overcrowding is similarly affected by the reasonable achievement of the regional housing 
needs allocation goals


• Overcrowding is also highly location-specific and must be addressed in a combined effort to 
prevent displacement as part of a program to transform racially and ethnically concentrated 
areas of poverty into areas of opportunity


• North Central contains an area that is nearly 4X the San Mateo average 


• 27% vs 7% overcrowded households


• Thousands of people in North Central live in overcrowded conditions


• Overcrowding is a measurable factor.


• Policies and Actions should be tailored to eliminate disparities in overcrowding and 
overcrowding in general within set timelines, say 1 and 2 decades, respectively

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Address significant disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity

• Substandard Housing 

• Substandard Housing is closely linked geographically to overcrowding in 
North Central


• Material conditions must be improved, as with overcrowding, in a way that 
prevents displacement


• Best done as part of a larger program to transform racially and ethnically 
concentrated areas of poverty into areas of opportunity 


• Policies and Actions should be tailored to realistically eliminate substandard 
and unhealthy housing conditions within a set timeline, say 1-2 decades

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Address significant disparities in housing needs and in 
access to opportunity

• Displacement Risk 1 

• Programs must be developed to specifically address 
displacement risk caused both by cost burden and by 
potential neighborhood reinvestment


• Robust Right of Return for renters, paired 
with…


• Alternative option for Unrestricted Negotiable 
Tenant Buyouts  

• Some tenants may not want to return


• All residents should be materially better 
off following any neighborhood 
investment 


• All zoning changes and production policies 
must be formulated to make the increased 
costs imposed by associated displacement 
protections feasible

Goals, Policies, and Actions

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Address significant disparities in housing needs and in 
access to opportunity

• Displacement Risk 2 

• Programs must be developed to specifically 
address displacement risk caused both by cost 
burden and by potential neighborhood 
reinvestment


• Relocation Payments for substantial 
remodel, demolition… 


• and owner move-in


• All residents should be materially 
better off following any 
neighborhood investment 


• All zoning changes and production policies 
must be formulated to make the increased 
costs imposed by associated displacement 
protections feasible

Goals, Policies, and Actions

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Address significant disparities in housing needs and in 
access to opportunity

• Displacement Risk 3 

• Programs must be developed to specifically address 
displacement risk caused both by cost burden and by 
potential neighborhood reinvestment


• Create Community Opportunity to Purchase/
Tenant Opportunity to Purchase program, 
paired with…


• Partnerships with Philanthropic Organizations 
to bring funds to our most disinvested places


• All residents should be materially better 
off following any neighborhood 
investment 


• All zoning changes and production policies 
must be formulated to make the increased 
costs imposed by associated displacement 
protections feasible

Goals, Policies, and Actions

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Address significant disparities in housing needs and in 
access to opportunity

• Displacement Risk 4 

• Programs must be developed 
to specifically address 
displacement risk caused both 
by cost burden and by potential 
neighborhood reinvestment


• Extend AB1482 
protections to tenants 
whose tenure is less than 
1 year

Goals, Policies, and Actions

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Additional Policy Suggestions

• Fee Parity 

• San Mateo charges higher fees than the majority of its peers, and the city’s fees impose 
significant costs on developers–especially for small multi-family housing 


• The city’s massive fees for small multi-family projects impose obvious burdens on 
developers and should be amended to support lower-cost home building


• Achieve parity with Single Family home development

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Goals, Policies, and Actions
Additional Policy Suggestions

• Affordable Housing Overlay 

• Provide affordable housing developers an advantage in the market for 
developable properties


• Geographically locate the overlay(s) to compensate for existing housing 
disparities in access to opportunity 

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



AFFH-Specific Policy-by-Policy 
Review

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Adjust City’s BMR Program 

• Positive program but:


• Lacks firm commitments


• Lacks significant targets for 
AFFH outcomes

Policy 5.1.1

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions





Participate in a Regional Downpayment program

• Program with potential life-
changing outcomes but:


• Limited scope will not 
significantly address large-scale 
Systemic issues 

Policy 5.1.2

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Support the Design of Regional Forgivable Loan Program for 15-year ELI ADU Construction

• Potential to contribute to overcoming 
patterns of segregation


• Positive program with potential life-
changing outcomes but:


• Limited scope will not significantly 
address large-scale systematic issues


• Deliverables should occur early in the 
planning period to ensure actual 
housing outcomes


• Lacks specific actions and metric-ready 
commitments

Policy 5.1.3

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Support the Design of Regional Forgivable Loan Program for 15-year ELI ADU Construction

• Policy revision recommendations:


• Expand to SB 9 projects


• Incorporate option for longer 
deed restriction (55 years) for 
one low income unit within a 
SB 9 program

Policy 5.1.3 continued

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions





Affirmatively Market BMR units to households with disproportionate housing needs

• Positive program with metrics


• People with special needs have 
unique and special needs. Each 
potential recipient may be quite 
different from the next and the 
program will need to be 
tailorable 


• Limited scope will not 
significantly address large-scale 
systemic issues

Policy 5.2.1

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Incentivize development of new accessible units

• Positive program with potential 
life-changing outcomes but:


• Limited scope


• Deliverables should occur earlier 
in the planning period to ensure 
actual housing outcomes


• Lacks specific actions and 
metric-ready commitments

Policy 5.2.2

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions





Prioritize city affordable housing funds for hard-to-serve residents

• Positive program but:


• Limited $ = limited impact


• Lacks specific actions and 
quantifiable commitments

Policy 5.2.3

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Conduct an area plan for North Shoreview and North Central
• Potentially substantial program, but:


• Currently lacking firm commitments 
and significant targets for AFFH 
outcomes


• Policy 5.3.1 should be specific on 
the regulatory incentives, zoning 
standards, and programs it will offer

Policy 5.3.1

• Deliverables should occur earlier and 
demonstrate that the program will 
have a beneficial impact within the 
planning period 


• Provide measurable milestones and 
a target dates to achieve goals

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Conduct an area plan for North Shoreview and North Central

• Actions must specifically respond 
to the analysis and the identified 
and prioritized contributing factors 
to fair housing issues and must be 
significant and meaningful 
enough to overcome identified 
patterns and trends

Policy 5.3.1 continued

• Specific planning goals must also include:


• Displacement prevention +


• Elimination of disproportionate 
concentrations poverty, low income 
households, and overcrowding

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Plan for the opposite of Urban 
Renewal
Urban Renewal conflated overcrowding with urban density

• Must not repeat the horrors of these Mid-Century 
Planning Efforts


• Urban Renewal sought to:


• Disperse and displace the resident population, 
without providing adequate accommodations 
elsewhere


• “Clear” slums, and replace them with things 
like:


• Freeways, stadiums, convention centers, 


• Inadequately-sized public housing 
projects



Conduct an area plan for North Shoreview and North Central

• Planning goals should be structured with metrics and target dates, 
for example:


• Eliminate overcrowding by 2040


• Achieve parity with City in economic integration by 2050

Policy 5.3.1 continued

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Conduct an area plan for North Shoreview and North Central
Policy 5.3.1 continued

• Additional example planning goals:


• Achieve health and housing habitability parity with City by 2040


• Eliminate disproportionate concentrations of low-income residents while 
maintaining an outmigration rate below 20xx rate and increasing 
subsidized, deed-restricted affordable housing at 150% the rate of 
outmigration

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Conduct an area plan for North Shoreview and North Central

• Plan to feasibly accommodate Community Benefits 
Agreements that balance redevelopment proposals with 
tangible, local benefits to residents in the area, e.g.:


• Creating affordable housing


• Funding renter assistance programs for nearby residents


• Other investments that meet community-identified 
needs, such as infrastructure and community amenities 

Policy 5.3.1 continued

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Conduct an area plan for North Shoreview and North Central
• R-1 portions of these neighborhoods should be provided total 

parity of treatment with the rest of San Mateo’s R-1 
neighborhoods


• Why? The lower home values and lower wealth of non-white, 
owner-occupant homeowners means we need to carefully 
manage and enhance the amenity-related value of ownership 
housing in places predominantly occupied by minorities


• Balance this task with displacement protections

Policy 5.3.1 continued

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Conduct an area plan for North Shoreview and North Central
• Provide specific timeframes for action and a quantifiable description of actions to 

objectively measure for successful outcomes


• Metrics to evaluate the plan must be in place and they must ultimately:


• Replace segregated living patterns with truly integrated and balanced living patterns


• Transform racially and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty into areas of 
opportunity

Policy 5.3.1 Conclusions

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions





Continue to fund minor home repairs

• Nice program but:


• Limited $ = limited impact


• Existing program

Policy 5.3.2

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions





Monitor affordable housing projects at risk of conversion

• Important to preserve 
affordability, but:


• “Monitor” and “develop a plan” 
are inadequate policies

Policy 5.3.3

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions





Tenant Protections to extend AB1482 related to relocation, 
documentation, and right to return policy

• Vital, can be strengthened


• Relocation payments for 
demolition should be uncapped 
and negotiable

Policy 5.4.1

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions





Non-AFFH-Specific Policy-by-
Policy Review

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Policy Comment Potpourri 
Selected Policies 

• Policy H 1.2 - Utilize Public Funding for Low/
Moderate Income Housing 


• Comment: Well defined, ongoing program


• Policy H 1.3 - Increase Below Market Rate Unit 
Production through Density Bonus/Community 
Benefits Programs *


• Policy H 1.5 - Encourage Family Housing *

* = Replace non-committal 
language such as “explore” 
or “assess” with language 
that commits to follow-up 
actions. The program must 
include specific timeframes 
for action and provide 
quantifiable description of 
actions to objectively 
measure for successful 
outcomes.

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Policy Comment Potpourri 
Selected Policies 

• Policy H 1.9 - Create Minimum Densities for Mixed-
Use Residential Projects


• Comment: Provide quantifiable description of 
actions to objectively measure


• Policy H 1.13 - Encourage Development of Missing 
Middle Housing *


• Comment: Provide a quantifiable, developed 
program of actions


• Policy H 1.14 - Evaluate and Update Special Needs 
Group Housing Requirements *

* = Replace non-committal 
language such as “explore” 
or “assess” with language 
that commits to follow-up 
actions. The program must 
include specific timeframes 
for action and provide 
quantifiable description of 
actions to objectively 
measure for successful 
outcomes.

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Policy Comment Potpourri 
Selected Policies 

• Policy H 2.1 - Fund Housing Rehabilitation Efforts


• Comment: Provide metrics to evaluate effectiveness 
of program based on citywide habitability and health 
trends


• Policy H 2.3 - Encourage Energy and Water Efficiency in 
Existing Units


• Comment: Provide metrics to evaluate effectiveness 
of program based on citywide habitability and health 
trends


• Policy H 2.4 - Explore Capital Improvements in lower-
resourced Neighborhoods *

* = Replace non-committal 
language such as “explore” 
or “assess” with language 
that commits to follow-up 
actions. The program must 
include specific timeframes 
for action and provide 
quantifiable description of 
actions to objectively 
measure for successful 
outcomes.

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Policy Comment Potpourri 
Selected Policies 

• Policy H 2.5 - Promote Housing Resilience


• Comment: Existing, ongoing, important


• Policy H 2.6 - Require Replacement Units


• Comment: Make this a permanent local 
ordinance

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



• Change “Evaluate” to “Pursue” Additional Local Funding Sources: 

• Vacancy Tax - Parcel taxes in the form of a vacant property tax have been used by 
cities (VPT, Oakland) to fund affordable housing and homeless services; as well as 
to entice owners of undeveloped sites to either sell or build homes on their parcels.


• Increase Commercial Linkage Fees - To help mitigate the increase in demand for 
housing, cities have the ability to charge a fee on new commercial developments. 
The revenue generated can then be used to help fund affordable housing 
construction. 


• Transfer Tax - A one-time tax payment that is levied by a government on the 
transfer of ownership to property (i.e. sale of a home) from one individual or entity to 
another within it’s defined boundaries. The raised revenue can then be utilized to 
fund affordable housing within the jurisdiction.

Policy Comment Potpourri 
Policy H 3.3 “Evaluate Housing Revenue Sources”

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Policy Comment Potpourri 
Selected Policies 

• Policy H 3.3 - Evaluate Housing Revenue Sources*


• Policy H 3.5 - Explore Below Market Rate Set 
Asides*


• Policy H 3.6 - Examine a Rental Registry Option*


• Change to: Adopt a Rental Registry based on 
best practices


• Policy H 3.7 - Explore Code Amendments and 
Collaboration opportunities for Expanding 
Homeless Shelters*

* = Replace non-committal 
language such as “explore” 
or “assess” with language 
that commits to follow-up 
actions. The program must 
include specific timeframes 
for action and provide 
quantifiable description of 
actions to objectively 
measure for successful 
outcomes.

Part 4: San Mateo’s Goals, Policies, and Actions



Links and Resources

• California HCD Affirmatively Furthering 
Fair Housing (AFFH) Guidance https://
www.hcd.ca.gov/community-
development/affh/docs/
affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf 


• AFFH Data Viewer https://affh-data-
resources-cahcd.hub.arcgis.com 


• California Healthy Places Index https://
map.healthyplacesindex.org
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